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Abstract

Observing the human costs for persons of all ages of the institu-
tionalized tripartite life course (ILC) characterizing advanced 
postindustrial societies, gerontological pioneer Matilda White Ri-
ley proposed an “age-integrated” alternative that would support a 
more balanced engagement with education, work, and leisure (i.e., 
retirement) across the life course. Without denying the kinds of 
manifest benefits that the ILC has provided to modern citizens 
(notably enhanced educational opportunities and retirement sup-
port), Riley rightly pointed out the opportunities lost due to the 
restrictions imposed by the normative age-graded or age-differ-
entiated model of the “three-box” life course. However, both the 
age-segmented ILC and the age-integrated alternative envisioned 
by Riley have presupposed the broad floor of support of essential 
components of the life course (i.e., education, work and retire-
ment/leisure) provided by the post-World War II social contract. 
We demonstrate that this floor of support has been dangerously 
eroded by the neoliberal turn in social policy, which has under-
mined that social contract. Ironically, the ideas of a more individ-
ualized or “flexible” life course are often co-opted to legitimate the 
off-loading of risk to individuals that is integral to neoliberal policy. 
In reality, viable implementation of Riley’s proposed age-integrated 
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model would require a rejection of such policies and a renewed 
public commitment at least equal to the support that undergirded 
the institutionalized life course. We detail some dimensions of neo-
liberalism’s impact on the life course, and we suggest the types of 
policy changes that could rebuild support for the institution of the 
life course, with special attention to Riley’s age-integrated model 
and its potential to advance human interests.

Keywords: flexible work schedules, institutionalized life course, so-
cial contract, structural lag

Diferenciación por edad vs. integración por edad:
Política neoliberal y futuro del curso de vida

Resumen

Al observar los costos humanos para las personas de todas las 
edades del curso de vida tripartito institucionalizado (ILC) que 
caracteriza a las sociedades postindustriales avanzadas, la pionera 
gerontológica Matilda White Riley propuso una alternativa "inte-
grada por edad" que respaldaría un compromiso más equilibrado 
con la educación, el trabajo y el ocio. (es decir, jubilación) a lo largo 
de la vida. Sin negar los tipos de beneficios manifiestos que la ILC 
ha brindado a los ciudadanos modernos (en particular, mejores 
oportunidades educativas y apoyo a la jubilación), Riley señaló co-
rrectamente las oportunidades perdidas debido a las restricciones 
impuestas por el modelo normativo graduado por edad o diferen-
ciado por edad de la Curso de vida de “tres cajas”. Sin embargo, 
tanto la ILC segmentada por edad como la alternativa integrada 
por edad imaginada por Riley han supuesto el amplio piso de apo-
yo de los componentes esenciales del curso de la vida (es decir, 
educación, trabajo y jubilación / ocio) proporcionado por la pos-
guerra. contrato social. Demostramos que este piso de apoyo ha 
sido peligrosamente erosionado por el giro neoliberal en la política 
social, que ha socavado ese contrato social. Irónicamente, las ideas 
de un curso de vida más individualizado o “flexible” a menudo son 
cooptadas para legitimar la descarga de riesgo para los individuos 
que es parte integral de la política neoliberal. En realidad, la im-
plementación viable del modelo integrado por edades propuesto 
por Riley requeriría un rechazo de tales políticas y un compromiso 
público renovado al menos igual al apoyo que sustentaba el cur-
so de vida institucionalizado. Detallamos algunas dimensiones del 
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impacto del neoliberalismo en el curso de la vida, y sugerimos los 
tipos de cambios de política que podrían reconstruir el apoyo a la 
institución del curso de la vida, con especial atención al modelo 
integrado por edades de Riley y su potencial para promover los 
intereses humanos.

Palabras clave: Curso de vida, política neoliberal, modelo integra-
do por edades

区分年龄VS.整合年龄：新自由主
义政策和生命历程的未来

摘要

观察到制度化三段式生命历程（ILC）（高等后工业化社会
的典型特征）对各年龄段人群产生的人类成本，老年学先
驱者Matilda White Riley提出了一个“整合年龄的”替代方案，
该方案支持对生命历程中的教育、工作和娱乐（即退休）进
行更均衡的安排。在不否认ILC为现代公民提供的各类显而
易见的益处（最重要的是提升教育机会和退休支持）的情况
下，Riley正确地指出了因三段式生命历程的规范化年龄分
级或年龄区分模式所产生的限制而丢失的机遇。不过，年龄
区分型ILC和Riley所设想的年龄整合替代方案都假设二战后
建立的社会契约为生命历程的基本部分（即教育、工作和
退休/娱乐）提供广泛支持。我们证明，这种支持已被社会
政策中的新自由主义转变所严重侵蚀，它损害了这种社会契
约。可笑的是，关于一个更个体化或更“灵活”的生命历程的
观点如今常被用于对“个体风险的去除”进行合法化，而这种
风险是新自由主义政策必不可少的一部分。在现实中，以可
行的方式执行Riley的年龄整合模式将要求拒绝这类政策，并
需要一个新的公共承诺，这种承诺至少应提供制度化生命历
程所需的支持。我们详细描述了新自由主义对生命历程所产
生的影响的部分维度，并建议了那些能重建生命历程制度所
需支持的政策变革类型，特别聚焦于Riley的年龄整合模式及
其在提升人类利益方面的潜能。

关键词：生命历程，新自由主义政策，年龄整合模式
(Age-Integrated Model)
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Matilda White Riley, a pioneer-
ing founder of the sociology 
of age and the life course as a 

field of study, was also herself a model 
of active aging, continuing to work well 
past her 90th birthday (see, e.g, Dan-
nefer, Uhlenberg, Foner & Abeles, 2005; 
Dannefer, Foner & Hess, 2000). Thus, 
she not only was a leading expert on 
aging, but herself experienced firsthand 
the “gains and losses” (Baltes, 1987), the 
opportunities and challenges that come 
with age, including the socially imposed 
challenges associated with ageism and 
age segregation and discrimination.

A “Functional Failure”  
of Social Order

Riley was a longtime colleague 
and close personal friend of 
both Talcott Parsons and Robert 

Merton, so it should not be surprising 
that her approach to sociological anal-
ysis was framed by the paradigmatic 
assumptions of American structur-
al-functionalism, of which Parsons and 
Merton were primary architects. Struc-
tural-functionalism offered a rather 
upbeat and hopeful narrative of soci-
ety and social progress that resonated 
with the economic and educational ex-
pansion of the post-WWII period and 
treated problems such as poverty and 
racism as aberrations that could surely 
be solved with continued societal prog-
ress, and with just a little more time.

Thus, it is especially telling that 
Riley’s last book, coauthored in 1994 
with Anne Foner and psychologist Rob-
ert Kahn, was titled Age and Structural 
Lag: Society’s Failure to Provide Mean-

ingful Opportunities in Work, Family 
and Leisure (emphasis ours). The idea 
of a “societal failure” is quite at odds 
with Parsonian functionalism, which 
regards any society that manages to sur-
vive and flourish as successful, and in 
the case of the U.S. and the post-WWII 
West more generally, as becoming more 
so all the time (e.g., Parsons, 1972). To 
call out a “societal failure” within this 
framework implies that the failure in 
question must indeed be consequen-
tial, and one that requires systematic 
attention to be redressed. What is this 
“failure”? It is the societal imposition of 
restricted, age-graded activity routines 
that squelch human possibilities:

[T]he major responsibilities for 
work and family are still crowd-
ed into what are now the middle 
years of long life, while educa-
tion is primarily reserved for the 
young, and leisure and free time 
are disproportionately allocated 
to the later years .... Our failure 
to match in social structures the 
rapid gains in longevity, health 
and style of life has had the unin-
tended consequences of creating 
a poor fit between social insti-
tutions and people’s capabilities 
and responsibilities at every age 
(Riley, Kahn & Foner, 1994, p. 2).

Elaborating the problem further, Riley 
& Riley note: 

[T]he unprecedented increases 
in longevity ... mean that peo-
ple spend one-third of their 
adult lives in retirement (which) 
... consists largely of “unstruc-
tured time” ....While young and 
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middle-aged adults, especially 
women, are deprived of free time 
by the doubly demanding roles 
of work and family, older people 
tend to be surfeited with it. Yet 
there are few normative expec-
tations to give meaning to this 
time or to their lives, and few 
employment or other opportu-
nities to participate with young-
er people in the mainstream ac-
tivities of society (Riley & Riley, 
1994, p. 16).

Thus, as a result of increasing longevity, 
“lives have been drastically altered ... but 
numerous inflexible social structures, 
roles and norms have lagged behind” 
(Riley & Riley, 1994, p. 16). Riley’s crit-
ical argument is further underscored 
by the fact that midlife “work” actually 
includes “the subcontracting of work” 
from employers to families (Kanter, 
1977) and other forms of unpaid do-
mestic labor, the burden of which falls 
disproportionately on women. 

This general situation is what 
Riley terms “structural lag,” which she 
appraises as a general problem, and one 
that is especially relevant to the situation 
of elders: “[S]tructural lag and the need 
for change are currently most conspic-
uous for older people, because of their 
protracted longevity, their increasing 
numbers in the population, and—save 
for the disadvantaged minority—their 
remarkably good health and effective 
functioning” (1994, p. 18). Similar con-
cerns regarding the potential human 
costs and counter-productivity of the 
“three-box” life course has also been ex-
pressed by scholars working from other 
theoretical traditions (e.g., Dannefer, 

1989; Phillipson, 2002). 
Taking this challenge as a point 

of departure, this article addresses three 
interrelated problems concerning the 
structuring of the life course. The first 
is to consider the modern life course as 
a general, socially structured phenom-
enon that was established in the 20th 
Century and within it, more specifical-
ly, the implications of two contrasting 
models that Riley counterposed, the 
“age-differentiated” and “age-integrat-
ed” models. The second issue, yet more 
fundamental, is to examine how the life 
course as a societal construct and insti-
tution has itself come under assault—an 
assault that encompasses both of these 
alternative models. Finally, we consider 
the possibilities for advanced industri-
al societies to develop and support the 
personal control and flexibility envi-
sioned in Riley’s age-integrated model 
as we enter the third decade of the new 
century. 

Models of the Life Course: 
Variations on a Modern Theme

Based on her notion of structur-
al lag and her observations re-
garding the often-costly strains 

and restrictions imposed upon the life 
course by the tripartite “age-differenti-
ated” approach, Riley counterposes to 
it what she terms an “age-integrated” 
model of life-course organization (see 
Figure 1). This straightforward dia-
gram makes explicit the possibility of 
conceiving education, work and leisure 
as spread across the life course, rather 
than occurring in age-segmented, se-
quential mass doses. 
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Riley’s critique notwithstanding, 
some social scientists have presented a 
more positive view of the education/
work/retirement sequence that she 
terms the “age-differentiated” model. In  
particular, Martin Kohli, who has ob- 
served that this model of the life course 
is so established and integral to the 
modern social order that it is appro-
priately considered a social institution, 
notes its benefits. He suggests that the 
social institution of the life course is 
key to solving practical and existential 
problems for individuals, organizing 
their lives experientially and biograph-
ically, providing economic and social 
security, and providing some sense 
of orderliness and even of meaning 
(Kohli, 2007).

With respect to social policy, it is 
worth noting that the institutionalized, 
tripartite life course (ILC) is itself large-
ly the product of deliberate, age-graded 
policy innovations, including policies 

establishing mass, free public education 
and those providing state support for 
work exit and retirement (via public as 
well as private pension programs, and 
in some cases, age-based mandatory 
retirement). These social innovations 
have of course been integral to the de-
velopment of modern forms of social 
organization and the modern state. 
They provide the societal framework 
within which individuals approach 
later life and have major implications 
for the nature of experience in old age. 
Indeed, for advanced industrial soci-
eties generally such innovations have 
arguably contributed importantly to 
positive changes in the experience of 
the later years and old age, via the eco-
nomic benefits of education, and via 
the reduction of old-age poverty and 
concomitant improvements in health, 
longevity and quality of life in the later 
years. These are palpable benefits of the 
life course as a social institution. 

Figure 1. Age-Differentiated and Age-Integrated Models of the Life Course 
(from Riley & Riley, 1994, p. 26).
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Yet despite such benefits, Riley’s 
critique makes clear that the “three-
box” age-differentiated paradigm is 
not without its own very substantial 
problems. In addition to the costs she 
recounts at the level of individual ex-
perience, the age-based segmentation 
of experience is also responsible for 
numerous demographic strains. At the 
base of the tripartite organization of 
the life course can be laid some of the 
most pressing social and economic 
challenges faced by advanced postin-
dustrial societies, notably the old-age 
dependency ratio (Hammer, Prskawetz 
& Freund, 2015; Ingham, Chirijevskis 
& Carmichael, 2009) and strains placed 
on age-graded education (Gradstein 
& Kaganovich, 2004) and on work, 
healthcare, and other institutions as 
disparately sized cohorts make their 
way through the life course (Ander-
son & Hussey, 2000; Uhlenberg, 1992). 
The much-debated “generation wars” 
stoked by advocates of “Generation-
al Equity” and related movements, are 
also predicated on the assumption of a 
tripartite division and the back-loading 
of years of leisure (see, e.g., Quadagno, 
1989; Walker, 2013). Similarly, the tri-
partite structure has been an essential 
premise for arguments used to justify 
Social Security privatization (e.g., that 
claiming the shorter life expectancy of 
black persons meant that privatization 
would benefit them [see Tanner, 2001]).

Beyond such macro-level con-
siderations, other scholars have, consis-
tent with Riley’s concerns, analyzed the 
psychologically and relationally adverse 
consequences of social arrangements 
that encourage and sustain age-segre-

gated patterns of social interaction in 
the life course (e.g., Hagestad & Uhlen-
berg, 2005; 2006). 

Especially in professional human 
services domains such as counseling 
and human development, the human 
costs of the “three-box” life course and 
the promise of a more open and less 
scripted approach to aging had received 
considerable attention, even before the 
time of Riley’s writing (e.g., Best, 1980, 
Bolles, 1978; Neugarten, 1968; Sarason, 
1977; Whitbourne, 1985). Increasingly, 
through the 1970s and 1980s, the op-
pressiveness of rigid age-graded expec-
tations became an existential preoccu-
pation. 

Related to this tension between 
the age-differentiated and age-integrat-
ed models, Riley and associates (1994, 
p. 3) detail a range of policy issues and 
questions prompted by the problem of 
structural lag, which were being dis-
cussed at the time of their writing. 
These include: 

•	 Whether to spread work more 
evenly over the life course, by pro-
viding longer vacations, flexible 
work hours, incentives for midlife 
switching to new careers

•	 Whether to reduce heavy transfer 
payments by the middle aged and 
to require that both the old and the 
young become more self-supporting

•	 How to determine the appropriate 
age for retirement

•	 How to design communities, hous-
ing, shopping centers, roadways to 
meet human needs that are chang-
ing over the life course.
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Such critique and such ques-
tions notwithstanding, when viewed 
in historical perspective, the institu-
tionalized age-differentiated life course 
clearly represented an advance over 
what came before. It provided many 
citizens with universal K-12 schooling 
and expanding educational opportuni-
ties, stable employment and, after the 
working years, economically support-
ed free time. It must be kept in mind 
that such benefits did not extend in the 
same form to all segments of the pop-
ulation; African-Americans and other 
minorities were in many ways delib-
erately shortchanged (see, e.g., Poole, 
2006). Yet compared to the more un-
predictable, contingent and often pre-
carious biographical patterns that pre-
ceded it (see, e.g, Achenbaum, 1978; 
2009; Chudacoff, 1989; Kett, 1977), it 
provided stability, coherence and even 
existential meaning to the experience 
of aging, arguably with great benefit, 
even for many disadvantaged minori-
ties (Katznelson, 2005: Kohli, 2007). 
Yet Riley contended that this tripartite, 
age-graded configuration does not rep-
resent the last word on the subject, any 
more than the automobiles and aircraft 
of the mid-20th century were the last 
word in transportation technology. Ri-
ley and colleagues offer a progressive 
view that builds on the premise of a 
publicly supported floor of security and 
enhances human prospects. 

Few would deny the appeal of 
Riley’s age-integrated model. For exam-
ple, removing age-based restrictions to 
participating in work could offer great-
er control to individuals while also con-
tributing to societal productivity and 

welfare (Uhlenberg, 1988; 1996), and 
providing more support for midlife ed-
ucation or specialized training could 
enhance human capital and productivi-
ty. However, the use of policy to provide 
support for a more flexibly configured 
life course, relying less on chronological 
age as an organizing criterion, has yet 
to be pursued beyond a few fragmen-
tary initiatives (e.g., Bildungsurlaub 
in Germany, or in Austria, or “career 
break” policies in Belgium and other 
EU countries or “time credit” systems 
[Phillipson, 2002, p. 24]). Given the po-
tential advantages of the age-integrated 
life course, the dearth of attention to 
policy initiatives that would provide 
support for age-integrated alternatives 
in the U.S. is unfortunate. While the 
elimination of mandatory retirement 
does comprise an important step in 
such a direction for older citizens, that 
step does nothing to support any form 
of educational or other life-course in-
novation for those in the middle years. 
It also does nothing to provide support 
for older persons who may have worked 
hard all their lives yet are economically 
compelled to continue working (Burk-
ert & Hochfellner, 2017). Thus, it may 
be seen as a mixed blessing. At a con-
ference panel in the 1990s, representa-
tives of the AARP and the union-based 
National Council of Senior Citizens 
(NCSC) were each asked to identify the 
most significant advance in U.S. ageing 
policy. For the AARP, it was “eliminating 
mandatory retirement”; for the NCSC, 
it was “lowering the retirement age to 
62” (Hudson, 2012; see also Phillipson, 
2002). As Rob Hudson noted in relay-
ing this exchange, when you have spent 
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your days slapping hubcaps on Chevies, 
“mandatory retirement” is no threat; it 
is more likely welcomed. In fact, how-
ever, the share of people 65 and older 
who are employed is now higher than 
in over half a century (Morrissey, 2016). 

The Life Course as an 
Institution: Tensions  
and Possibilities 

Although it would be heartening 
to see more public discussion 
and support for such issues, 

more immediate challenges that con-
front the very notion of the life-course 
construct as a modern institution must 
be addressed. Indeed, over the past sev-
eral decades the very idea of the life 
course as a general, public provision of 
biographical stability and support has 
come under assault, so that both sides 
of the debate face a common threat of 
an erosion of commitment to the eco-
nomic viability of the key premises and 
components of life-course security. 

This assault can be seen in the 
constant rhetoric that retirement, age- 
graded or not, can no longer be “af-
forded,” as some corporate and political 
leaders have maintained (e.g., Petersen, 
1999), creating pressure to increase re-
tirement age and reduce pension bene-
fits (Phillipson, 2002). In the USA and 
elsewhere, it is also evident in the breach 
of promised pensions and in the shift 
from defined benefits to defined con-
tributions (Quadagno & Street, 2006). 
The shift from traditional defined-ben-
efit pensions to retirement savings ac-
counts (defined contribution plans) 
has widened retirement disparities. In 

2013, nearly nine in 10 families in the 
top income quintile had retirement ac-
count savings, compared with fewer 
than one in 10 families in the bottom 
income quintile. Most families in the 
bottom half of the income distribution 
have no retirement account savings at 
all (e.g., Russell, 2014; Morrissey, 2016). 
One effect of these changes can be seen 
in the growth of inequality and precar-
ity among older persons (Crystal et al., 
2017; Phillipson, 2013; Shuey & O’Rand 
2004; Weller & Newman, 2020), made 
palpable by their visible presence as 
Wal-Mart greeters and grocery-store 
baggers. Declining support for the life 
course is no less evident early in the 
life course, where funding for public 
education has been ratcheted down in 
recent years (Leachman, Masterson & 
Figueroa, 2017), and where student loan 
debt is daunting if not disastrous for 
young adults trying to launch a career. 

This constellation of assaults 
has affected the immediate practical 
viability both of the “age-differentiat-
ed” institutionalized life course and of 
the possibility of implementing Riley’s 
“age-integrated” alternative, because 
both of these approaches—despite their 
differences—share a crucially import-
ant, common premise. This premise is 
the existence of a sturdy floor of social 
and economic support for the lives of 
individual citizens, which renders pos-
sible the idea of a reasonable level of 
general social stability and economic 
security as a context for planning a bi-
ography, or at least the next steps in it.

The premise of a stable founda-
tion for individual economic survival 
seemed well established at the time the 
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age-integrated life course was first ar-
ticulated in the 1970s. Especially during 
the quarter century from 1947 to 1973, 
in the wake of the New Deal and riding 
the tide of postwar prosperity, a height-
ened sense of the possibilities of orderly 
and predictable life planning was in-
creasingly undergirded by a strong la-
bor market, and by the assumption that 
those “glory days” of the post-World 
War II U.S. social contract would re-
main in place (Bluestone & Blue-
stone,1992). The reality of a coherent, 
largely scripted biography following the 
age-differentiated model was facilitated 
by a broad array of intersecting institu-
tions—private as well as public. 

It is important to understand 
how institutions and policies in the 
post-World War II period were cus-
tomized to support the institutionaliza-
tion of the life course. Importantly, the 
age-differentiated life course trajectory 
was undergirded by internal labor mar-
kets (ILMs) in the workplace. ILMs rep-
resented a trade-off. In exchange for the 
employer’s offer of long-term job secu-
rity, employees agreed to sacrifice a por-
tion of their earned wages during the 
early phases of their tenure in exchange 
for the promise of a stable, decent re-
tirement after a prolonged period (typi-
cally 30 years) of service—in the form of 
the (now nearly-extinct) defined-bene-
fit retirement pensions. Along the way, 
workers were incentivized to remain 
productive by the employer’s provision 
of training, rising wages and benefits, 
and regular promotion opportunities 
(Stone, 2004, p. 51-63; Adams & Hey-
wood, 2007; Zwick, 2012). During this 
period, moreover, wages were steadily 

increasing and federal legislation sup-
ported a standard 40-hour work week, 
which assisted workers in maintaining 
a modicum of family life. 

In addition to the ILM, state poli-
cies, including the GI Bill and Social Se-
curity, offered (to white citizens, at least) 
a high level of public investment in 
young adulthood in the form of support 
for college education and homeowner 
loans, as well as a floor of financial pro-
tection against the hazards in later life. In 
short, economic prosperity, combined 
with specific public policies, created the 
institutional uniformity of age-differen-
tiated life course trajectories.

But while ILMs could make the 
retirement years materially comfort-
able, they also carried additional ad-
verse consequences that would later 
become the focus of Riley’s and other 
critiques of the ILC. Before reaching 
retirement, blue-collar workers faced 
the cumulative disadvantage of long 
years of often deadening and debilitat-
ing work (Hayward, Friedman & Chen, 
1996; Kelly, 2000; Marucci-Wellman, 
Willetts, Lin, Brennan & Verma, 2014; 
Neff, 1985). And given the lack of a val-
ued role for retirees in the age-differ-
entiated model, blue- and white-collar 
workers alike often experienced less 
than fully satisfying lives in their se-
nior years. Moreover, as is becoming 
increasingly well known, the benefits 
of many of these aspects of the social 
contract, including Social Security, re-
tirement pensions, college tuition ben-
efits, and homeowner loans, were never 
extended to all segments. Minorities, 
women, those without jobs in the “core” 
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economy, and many segments of the 
young and old populations, were con-
spicuously excluded (Dannefer, Gilbert 
& Han, 2020; Katznelson, 2005; Roth-
stein, 2017). The relative stability and 
material comfort in retirement were in 
many cases not conferred upon mem-
bers of those groups.

Despite such significant short-
comings, the institutionalized life 
course nevertheless provided, as Martin 
Kohli emphasizes, an expanding base of 
economic security and a sense of bi-
ographical predictability that anchored 
work, family and personal life for 
large segments of the population and, 
for better or worse, created a defined 
public narrative of the life course. Al-
though the issue of inclusion/exclusion 
remained to be adequately addressed 
(Kohli, 2008), the ILC represented an 
arrangement that scores of millions of 
workers and families eagerly embraced, 
depicted with everyday descriptors like 
“company man” or “set up for life.” 

Neoliberalism and the Collapse 
of the Institutionalized Life 
Course

In the late 1970s, the rising domi-
nance of neoliberal policies began 
to undermine the floor of social 

and economic support that had made 
the age-differentiated life course pos-
sible. At the core of neoliberalism is a 
stated belief in free markets as a guide 
to policy. Under its influence, govern-
ments have championed the dereg-
ulation of business, and of labor and 
financial markets, the privatization of 
public services, steep reductions in tax-

es, and cuts in social welfare programs 
(Harvey, 2005; Saad-Filho & Johnston, 
2005). 

Launched by shifts in political 
leadership and policy in the U.S., Britain, 
and China, the impact of neoliberalism 
was not long in coming. Neoliberal pol-
icies entailed a reduced commitment 
to the broad-based, publicly supported 
social contract across the central do-
mains of education, work life, and re-
tirement that had been expanded over 
prior decades. For many individuals 
and families, the premises of individual 
economic security and social stability 
that provided the foundation of the life 
course as a socially supported institu-
tion began to erode palpably. The “glo-
ry days” of well-paying and seemingly 
secure industrial and corporate jobs re-
ceded with surprising rapidity, replaced 
by uncertainty and anxiety (Bluestone 
& Bluestone, 1992, p. 60-106; Standing, 
2011). With neoliberal ideologies justi-
fying the subjugation of citizen welfare 
to corporate competitiveness, citizens 
became preoccupied with the precarity 
of life-course security.

A concomitant of this change of 
direction can be seen in the sharp up-
ward redistribution of the nation’s in-
come occurring through the same time 
period. One indication is displayed in 
Figure 2, which traces the relationship 
between productivity and wages since 
1948. As can be clearly seen, the wag-
es of nonsupervisory workers grew 
in tandem with productivity until the 
mid-1970s, after which point wages 
flattened. The result, as economists at 
the Economic Policy Institute conclude, 
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is “an overall shift in how much of the 
income in the economy is received by 
workers in wages and benefits, and how 
much is received by owners.” Thus, as 
they further explain, “[R]ising produc-
tivity in recent decades provided the po-
tential for a substantial growth in the pay 
for the vast majority of workers” (Bivens 
& Mishel, 2015, our emphasis). Howev-
er, “this potential was squandered,” as 
nearly all of the added value generated 
by increased productivity went to cor-
porate owners, rather than workers, fu-
eling the growth of extreme inequality. 

Figure 2 makes clear that these 
two measures tracked closely until the 
mid 1970s, when wage growth leveled 
off, creating a growing, long-term di-
vergence. A comprehensive analysis of 
the factors accounting for this diver-
gence lie beyond the scope of this paper. 
However, one significant set of such fac-
tors responsible for this pattern derives 
from pressures to reduce labor costs 
and regulatory oversight, which led to 
the mass exportation of manufacturing 
and other jobs from the U.S. and oth-
er advanced societies. This practice not 
only cost millions of jobs, but also cre-
ated downward wage pressure on do-
mestic workers, and weakened unions. 
Jack Welch, the celebrated CEO of Gen-
eral Electric from 1981 to 2001, epito-
mized this logic when he described as 
a corporate ideal, “...having every plant 
you own on a barge” (Palley, 2007) that 
could quickly relocate to wherever a 
new source of cheap labor might be 
found—a telling vision of the implica-
tions of the logic of capital for anything 
like a social contract, and of the global 

“race to the bottom” for workers’ pay. 
To put this productivity-wage 

gap in perspective, it is also instructive 
to give further consideration to the slice 
of the economic pie paid to workers. 
Our analysis (available on request) of 
data from the Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics shows that the total economic out-
put for the U.S. in 1970 was just over 2 
trillion (in current dollars), with 62% 
of that (1.28 trillion) paid to workers. 
By 2018 the output had increased al-
most 8-fold to 15.68 trillion (in current 
dollars), with a decrease in labor share 
to 56%, or 8.86 trillion. Had the share 
of compensation kept pace with post-
WWII level, at 65%, from 1979 to 2018 
a total of 18.1 trillion could have gone 
to members of the workforce—more 
than double the amount they actually 
received. 

Parallel to this dramatic diver-
gence, or “U-Turn,” in Harrison and 
Bluestone’s terms, consider trends of 
income inequality over this same time 
period. As can be seen in Figure 3, the 
mid-1970s also mark a turning point 
in the distribution of national income, 
with the share of pre-tax national in-
come going to the bottom 50% of the 
population decreasing dramatically 
(from 20% to 12% of the total) while the 
share of the top 1% increased by rough-
ly the same amount. Thus, these two 
groups—the bottom 50% and the top 
1%— essentially traded places in their 
share of the income distribution. 

These data on productivity, wag-
es and inequality arguably reveal some 
of the factors involved in the erosion 
of an economically secure, structural-
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Figure 3. National Income Share of Bottom 50% and Top 1%, Usa 1962-2014  
(Piketty, Saez & Zucman, 2016)

Figure 2. Productivity Growth and Hourly Compensation Growth, 1948-2018  
(Economic Policy Institute)
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ly and publicly supported life-course 
regime. The expansion of neoliberal 
policies severely reduced support for 
the programs that had established the 
institutionalized life course and has 
undermined the prospects for a sense 
of biographical security that the insti-
tutionalized life course provided, while 
contributing to a growing economic 
precarity faced by large segments of the 
midlife and older populations, as well 
as by young people (Standing, 2011). 
Together they give a sense of the im-
mense wealth lost to workers and their 
families after 1975 as they tried to plan 
their lives according to the script pro-
vided by the ILC. 

The decline in wages is, of course, 
not the only form of decline in both pri-
vate and public resources to individuals 
and families. Some longstanding corpo-
rate pension funds either imploded or 
scaled back benefits and as noted earli-
er, employers offering defined pension 
benefits shifted heavily to defined con-
tributions, limiting the commitment of 
employing institutions and offloading 
risk to individuals and families (Ghilar-
ducci, 2008; Morrissey, 2016). These 
changes happened while, as noted ear-
lier, Social Security’s age of eligibility 
for full benefits was raised from 65 to 
67, and penalties increased for prema-
ture withdrawals (see Shuey & O’Rand, 
2004; Quadagno, 1996). For the most 
vulnerable older adults, the persistent 
attacks on Medicaid have finally led 
to imposed work requirements for its 
recipients in some states and in 2020, 
allowing states to cap federal funding 
into the program. The same neoliberal 
assaults were evident at the beginning 

of the life course, in reductions in sup-
port for K-12 public education and 
higher education. Today, roughly 70% 
of American students end up taking out 
loans to go to college. This reduction 
is arguably a significant contributor to 
the cost of higher education and to the 
student debt crisis (Hartlep, Eckrich 
& Hensley, 2017). The average gradu-
ate leaves school with around $30,000 
in debt and all told, some 45 million 
Americans owe $1.6 trillion in student 
loans—and counting (Fields, 2019).

The broad impact of such chang-
es has not been distributed evenly across 
different sectors of the population. This 
is evident in the dramatic rise in pre-
carity—in the rapid increase in indi-
viduals having to work multiple jobs, in 
the continuing growth of trajectories of 
income inequality in each succeeding 
cohort (Piketty, Saez & Guzman, 2016; 
Crystal et al., 2017), and in the reduc-
tions in life expectancy for key sub-
groups, including less-educated white 
women (Case & Deaton, 2020; Montez 
& Zajacova, 2014). Across broad sectors 
of society, we see here an off-loading of 
risk by corporate and governmental en-
tities, that puts individuals and families 
on their own in terms of their econom-
ic futures and economic security. In 
the U.S. and elsewhere, intracohort in-
equality is greatest among older people 
(Crystal & Waehrer, 1996; Dannefer & 
Sell, 1988), and is now becoming more 
pronounced (Crystal et al., 2017).

In this context, it is more than 
ironic that the offloading of risk from 
public and corporate entities to indivi- 
duals and families has sought legitima-
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cy by co-opting some of the elements 
advanced by the “age-integrated model” 
for neoliberalism’s own ideological pur-
poses. Those who advocate reducing or 
eliminating the benefits of the institu-
tionalized life course will understand-
ably utilize any notions of “free agency” 
to justify the breakdown of its struc-
tures and legitimate the growth of mid-
life precarity. Thus, students and young 
employees are now regularly informed 
that the “restrictive” one-career life is 
over, and that they will have the “op-
portunity” to develop a “flexible,” “do-
it-yourself ” career (e.g., Kunda, 1992, p. 
122-125). Such impulses have multiple 
parallels across disparate kinds of work 
settings, as when truckers are encour-
aged to become owner-operator truck-
ers, “owning” their truck (mortgaged to 
a bank of course) and assuming all the 
risks of its value, insurance, repairs, and 
upkeep (Black, 2009; Smith, Bensman 
& Marvy, 2010), or when functions 
traditionally handled in-house are out-
sourced to employees misclassified as 
“independent contractors” who typical-
ly work without the integral provision 
of any pension, healthcare or other such 
benefits. The spread of contingent labor 
throughout the economy has increased 
precarity and undermined the feasibili-
ty of life planning at every stage of the 
life course (Barker & Christensen, 1998; 
Hatton, 2011; Gonos & Martino, 2011).

Similarly, in the domain of re-
tirement pensions, a dominant narra-
tive claimed that it would be a “good 
deal” and “great opportunity” to switch 
from defined benefit to defined contri-
bution retirement plans (e.g., Gustman 
& Steinmeier, 1999; Kotlikoff, 1996; 

Russell, 2014). All such efforts repre-
sent ideologies to provide legitimation 
for the growth of midlife precarity. 

Such precarity is a far cry from 
what Riley and others have had in mind 
with the conception of a flexible, age-in-
tegrated life course, which rests on the 
floor of the social contract and in which 
flexibility is primarily under the control 
of the aging person, not the employer 
who promotes “flexibilization” to put 
employees on standby (see Phillipson, 
2002). Riley envisioned a cultural shift 
in which the idea for meaningful, life-
long productivity allowed for greater 
individual control and autonomy. How-
ever, such a shift would necessarily pre-
suppose continuity with the social con-
tract of the institutionalized life course, 
with broad social and institutional sup-
port, and strong societal purchase and 
warrant.

Protecting the Experience of 
Aging: Policy Directions to 
Rebuild the Life Course 

The growing precarity associated 
with the decline of a socially sup-
ported life course regime clearly 

has implications for health and quality 
of life as individuals move through the 
life course and into old age. It is import-
ant to remember that the life course re-
gime was originally organized by social 
policies, and its decline can be attribut-
ed at least partially to policy changes 
(e.g., reducing support for basic and 
advanced education; drastic reductions 
in the tax rate on high income earners 
from the 1960s to the present; reduced 
retirement options and benefits). While 
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such policies do not necessarily bear 
directly on old age, they do have impli-
cations for midlife earnings and related 
benefits—factors which, in turn, pre-
dict a great deal about late-life health 
and quality of life. For gerontologists, 
to be unconcerned with such issues is 
to be unconcerned with how equipped 
coming generations of elders are as they 
enter later life and old age. 

While this is not the place to 
undertake a comprehensive analysis of 
potentially relevant policy initiatives, 
the foregoing analysis makes clear that 
at least one domain that warrants at-
tention is the domain of earnings, and 
specifically the need to reestablish the 
connection between wages and produc-
tivity, that obtained prior to the ascent 
of neoliberal tax and regulatory pol-
icies. A wide range of such policy dis-
cussions are underway, including a UBI 
(universal basic income), baby bond 
proposals, living wage requirements, 
progressive tax policies, and free college 
education. As we learn more about the 
resilience and robustness of the socio-
economic gradient, the implications of 
such policies for aging and later life can 
be ignored only at gerontology’s peril.

The analysis of productivity pre-
sented earlier also points to a second set 
of circumstances and issues that are per-
haps more closely attuned to the specif-
ic vision of Riley’s model of the age-in-
tegrated life course. Such issues include 
the fact that productivity has continued 
to increase, quite linearly, since WWII. 
By definition, when productivity grows, 
the actual value of an hour of work in-
creases. If workers saw the benefit of 

this increase in their wages, they would 
be in a position to exercise more con-
trol over the biographical contours of 
their own lives. Similarly, restoring 
more progressive tax policies in the U.S. 
could help enable adequate health and 
education to support an age-integrated 
life course. Greater earnings, and po-
tentially greater savings, could lay the 
foundation for addressing the excessive 
midlife demands chronicled by Riley. 
Such demands have expanded since 
she wrote about the increasing number 
of individuals working two jobs, along 
with the numbers of midlife and aging 
adults, especially women, compelled to 
balance work and caregiving demands, 
or being unable to afford retirement. 
Put differently, a potential benefit of a 
fairer distribution of the benefits of in-
creased productivity is that it could en-
able midlife earners to a) spend more 
time with family members and other 
socially rewarding informal activity, b) 
plan or obtain training for a different 
occupation or career; and/or c) pursue 
enriching avocational goals.

In the U.S., the establishment of 
the 40-hour work week required de-
cades of labor struggle to overcome 
the staunch resistance and brutal re-
pression of employers who billed the 
proposal as unaffordable, unworkable, 
and “revolutionary” (Roediger & Foner, 
1989). It wasn’t until 1938, when legis-
lation mandated “overtime” pay, along 
with a “minimum” wage, that the stan-
dard 40-hour week became public poli-
cy. This norm was an integral part of the 
life course paradigm that drove postwar 
prosperity. However, much like other 
chronometrically-based criteria in so-
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ciety (Chudacoff, 1992; Rogoff, 2003), 
the conception of a 40-hour work week 
was incidental, certainly not based on 
anything in human nature or the sci-
ence of efficiency. Federal policies for 
overtime pay and a minimum wage led 
to the effective normalization of the 
40-hour work week. Just as that policy 
innovation was attacked as an econom-
ic impossibility, it is now arguably well 
past time to explore the implementa-
tion of both a “living wage” policy (see 
Marshall, 2019; Luce, 2004) and further 
reductions in the normative work week, 
especially in view of the dramatic pro-
ductivity gains made possible by tech-
nology.

Indeed, if we are to represent the 
interests of individuals approaching old 
age during an extended historical peri-
od of rising labor productivity, should 
gerontology not be pointing to the need 
to explore the feasibility and benefits of, 
say, a 28- or 30- hour week?1 This would 
of course not preclude a longer work 
week for those who receive intrinsic re-
wards from their work any more than 

do current work-week expectations, but 
it would be an integral part of a sup-
portive framework to allow those who 
would relish more control over the fi-
nite number of hours in their fast-fleet-
ing lives. This is certainly applicable for 
those whose work-life offers little re-
wards or physical assaults on the body, 
as noted earlier.

One of the now-well-established 
principles of positive mental health is 
the importance of having a sense of con-
trol over one’s life (Heckhausen, 1997; 
Kahana, Kahana & Lee, 2014; Mirows-
ky & Ross, 2003). As is now well under-
stood, solid mental and physical health 
in early life, midlife and throughout the 
life course are of key importance as a 
foundation for dealing with the chal-
lenges of later life. Thus, a concern with 
supporting the life course and in partic-
ular, supporting developments that can 
enhance the possibilities for a socially 
supported yet flexible “age-integrated” 
life course are key elements in a holistic 
approach to aging and old age.
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Notes
1  In recent years, many self-interested employers have reduced the hours given to “full-

time” workers to less than 30 per week, as a way of avoiding the mandated costs of 
“Obamacare” and other labor regulations. Absent a legislated increase in the current 
“minimum” wage to a genuine “living wage,” however, this has only served to force 
workers to compensate by taking multiple jobs. On the efficacy of living wage policy in 
reducing precarity and inequality (see Marshall, 2019; Luce, 2004). The need to trans-
form the current minimum wage policy to a living wage policy is indicated by the fact 
that the last time the legislated minimum wage could realistically sustain an individual 
was in the late 1960s (Elwell 2014).


